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BIGIDEA 

Mutually beneficial partnership.

Test results.

Events & New-found Heritage.

Heritage Centers.

Find your culture. Explore your heritage.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/17xM7ANY8AQA3D9qVgyfUnxhMPIMM4FAo/preview


Increase CCA’s online presence by 25%. 

Generate 50,000 impressions on social media. 

Increase overall event attendance by 15%. 

CAMPAIGNOBJECTIVES 



RESEARCHQUESTIONS
RQ1: What is the best way to increase awareness of the CCA, 

particularly among Chicago millennials?

RQ2: How likely is it that “you” (our target) would 
purchase a test through AncestryDNA?

RQ3: After taking a heritage DNA test, how inclined would you be to attend a 
cultural event near you, pertaining to your results?

RQ4: How will CCA generate interest regarding heritage for 
millennials in the Chicagoland area? (open ended)



RESEARCHMETHODS

Online survey 

- Created using Google 
Forms

- Distributed online 
through Facebook

- 133 respondents 

Social Media Analysis

Facebook:

3,988 followers

Twitter:

6,299 followers

Instagram:

644 followers

Email Analysis

- CCA email open/click 
through rates



SECONDARYRESEARCHHIGHLIGHTS
Social Media 

CHICAGO CULTURAL ALLIANCE 

Facebook: 3,988 followers 

Twitter: 6,299 followers

Instagram: 644 followers 

 

ANCESTRY.COM

Facebook: 2,079,120 followers 

Twitter: 112,000 followers 

Instagram: 41,100 followers 



SECONDARYRESEARCHHIGHLIGHTS

33.07% 
average open rate.

10.34%
 average click rate

Continue using EMAIL as a form of 
communication. 

CHICAGO CULTURAL 
ALLIANCE 

NATIONAL AVERAGE

24.98% 
average open rate.

2.76%
 average click rate



MELTWATER

SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER

Daily total reach and peak in media 
exposure.



GOOGLEFORMSSURVEY

83.3%
of our targeted demographic 

agreed that they use 
Facebook to find out about 

events 



GOOGLEFORMSSURVEY

71.2% 
of respondents in the 
Chicagoland area are 

interested in finding out 
more about their own 

culture 



GOOGLEFORMSSURVEY
Brand recognition is a problem for CCA, however their potential partner,  

ancestry.com, has a successful brand recognition.

I have heard of the Chicago Cultural 
Alliance

I have heard of ancestry.com



67.5% 
of Chicago Millennials would 

want to attend a cultural event 
pertaining to their results from 

ancestry.com 

GOOGLE 
FORMS 
SURVEY



People will attend a cultural event if it includes the following attributes:

Facebook is the best way to promote cultural events to our target audience

There is a strong brand awareness and interest for our target audience to use 
ancestry.com 

People who use ancestry.com are inclined to utilize CCA as a reference for 
cultural events pertaining to their new found heritage 

KEYFINDINGS

FREE ALCOHOLENTERTAINMENT GUESTS 
ALLOWED

WEEKENDS & 
EVENINGS



DISCUSSION&RECOMMENDATIONS

CCA does a successful job promoting events through it’s FACEBOOK page 
and should continue to do so 

Continue using EMAIL as a form of communication

Use EVENBRITE and CHICAGOEVENTS to update what the CCA is doing 
within the community



SOCIALMEDIAMOCKUPS



SOCIALMEDIAMOCKUPS









 Riley Moore 26, Chicago, IL 

After receiving her results, she is now signed up for emails from the CCA and is following CCA on 
Facebook 



March 16th:  6:30pm - 9:00pm : Friday night fish fry at the Irish American Heritage Center 

March 17th:  St. Patrick’s Day Festival at the Irish American Heritage Center 

Upcoming Events for :
Riley Moore



WHYTHISWORKS

Millennials want to learn more about their heritage

Millennials would be more inclined to attend a cultural event in 
Chicago pertaining to their DNA results

With ancestryDNA, CCA will grow online presence and awareness 

o  Chicago ; #3 Largest city in the USA Chicago, IL



Questions?


